ABSTRACT: Let A be a singly-generated *y-algebra. It is shown that A is momorphic to H(t) where t is a simply connected domain in C if and only if A has no topological divisors of zero. It follows from this that there are exactly three *y-algebras (up to somorphism) which are singly generated and have no topological divisors of zero.
INTRODUCTION.
The algebra H(t2) of holomorphic functions on a domain [2C_.C with po=ntwise operations
and compact-open topology is an interesting example of an *y-algebra. This algebra has been characterized in terms of some of the special properties it enjoys that are derived from the fact that it consists of holomorphic functions. (See for example [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] and [5] for characterizations in terms of the local maximum modulus principle, the Cauchy estimate, Montel's theorem, the existence of derivations, and Taylor's theorem.)
In [6] a characterization of the algebra of entire functions in terms of Liouville's theorem is given.
Watson [5] shows that an *y-algebra A which has a Schauder basis that is generated by an element z EA with open spectrum is algebraically and topologically isomorphic to H(f2) where 2 is an open disk in C. In this paper we study *y-algebras that are generated by a single element z (without requiring that z generate a basis for A). Of course, this condition alone is not enough to completely describe the algebra tt(f]) among *Y-algebras. We will show, however, that this together with the condition that A has no topological divisors of zero, completely characterizes H(2) for a simply connected domain . It follows from this that there are exactly three singly generated aY-algebras (up to isomorphism) which have no topological divisors of zero.
PRELIMINARIES.
An -algebra is a complete metrizable locally m-convex algebra. (All the algebras we consider are assumed to be commutative algebras over .) The topology of such an algebra is given .by an increasing sequence of seminorms {pn[nElx). Each Pn determines a Banach algebra A n which ts the completion of Alker(pn). If .41,(A)-cr(z) defined by J' f(z) is a continuous bi.iection [7] .
An element z in a Banach algebra B is a topological dvlsor of zero if the multiplication [9] , and is singly-generated. We will show that these last two properties of H(fZ) completely characterize it among @-algebras.
For the rest of this paper A will denote an @-algebra with identity e which is generated by z, where z is not a scalar multiple of e, and which has no nonzero topological divisors of zero.
LEMMA I. A is semisimple and so the Gelfand transform is a bljection. PROOF: Suppose /gRad(A), /0. Then r(I/)={0} and by [8, We show that s analytic on c(z).
Since A s generated by z there exlsts a sequence of polynomials pn--=-pn(z) converging to z in A and so #(pn(z))-*J'(z), for every J'EJI(A).
For tEcr(z), Pn(t)=Pn[(ft(z)]--ft[Pn(Z)] converges to J't(z)---:'(J't)=$(t), so each
" is a polntwise limit of polynomials on c(z). We now show that ths convergence is uniform on compact subsets of c(z) and so eacll ." Is analytic on this spectrum. Since Let h GH(a(z)). We show that h s the lmlt of polynomials n H((z)), then t follows A natural extension of the notion of a rumply connected domain to C" s that of a Runge domain. If f2 is a Runge domain n tE" then H(f2) s n-generated and has no nonzero topological dvsors of zero. We pose the question of whether a finitely-generated -algebra A wth no nonzero topological diviners of zero m momorphic to H(f) for a Runge domain [2. In the case that A has a finitely-generated Schauder basis in which the joint spectrum of the generators s an open set n tE , it is shown in [14] that A s somorphic to H(f2) for a complete logarithmically convex Reinhardt domain [2. 
